Since 1972

P.O. Box 114
Blooming Glen, PA 18911
215-257-6900 PHONE
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THESE ARE THE ONLY SUPPLIES
WE CAN SHARE.
All prices subject to change
Effective 3/1/13

For over 40 years, we have always been pleased to share some of our supplies with our kit customers. American manufacturers, some of whom
have been in business for over 100 years, are being forced to close…and we are being forced to hoard just about all our supplies for our kits.
Therefore, starting immediately the ONLY loose supplies we can offer, when inventories permit, are:

Satin Balls 3":

Satin Balls 21⁄2"
Corsage Pins

Pearlhead Pins
Pins 7/8"

Beading Needles

Glue

Glue Syringe

Nail Punch
CD

Red, White Royal, Gold and Emerald
Alternate Colors: Hot Pink, Pale Blue, Yellow, Black, Lavender, Baby Pink, Purple,
Celery, Dusty Rose, Silver, Desert Sunset, French Blue, Navy, Pine Green, Fawn.
Red, White, Royal, Gold and Emerald
White 2½ ” Long
(Specify Round or Pear Head)
White 1½” Long
Bag (500)
1/2 lb Pins (approximately 6000)
2 1/2” long, very thin, to accommodate rocailles and bugles
Wonderful for swags and dangles (not for sewing)

For as long as I can remember, this is the glue that Paul recommended doing our kits.
He found it to be one of the best he ever used. You are purchasing a 4 OZ. bottle.

We have found it invaluable for placing a little dab of glue in those inaccessible
places, or for making a nice line of glue before adhering beads or jewels.

Great to keep your fingers from turning blue when pushing in a lot of pins.
Sometimes a design calls for VERY close pinning and your fingers,
or a thimble are just too big. This is perfect!! We promise!
Your requests for pictures of some of the “Golden Oldies” off the golden oldies sheet is
finally here. This cd contains over 125 pictures many of them from various old catalogs.

As always, since we are really not a supply house, all loose supply orders must be
accompanied by an order for at least one kit.

$2.50 Each
$5.00 Each
$2.00 Each

10 for $1.00

12 for $1.00

$5.25 Each
$19.00 Each
6/$2.10

$5.00 Each

$5.50
$5.00
$19.95

*SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR RETAINING YOUR SANITY

1) Put a tiny dab of glue up near the hole, where the satin fibers converge. Do the same at the center bottom. This will help stabilize the
fibers as you work.
2) If you see that the fibers are still not too steady on the ball, place the ball in a mug, and give it a spritz with your hairspray.
LIGHTLY! Immediately the ball will “dull”, but when it dries, nearly all the sheen comes back. We suggest you do this as a first step
when working on all satin balls.
3) It is easy to see where the LAST fibers were wound on the ball. This is the weakest spot. Whenever the instructions call for a braid
to be put around the ball VERTICALLY, ALWAYS put it over the weakest spot.

Tweezers

$5.00

When it comes to assembling ornament kits, tweezers
are a necessity. These tweezers are 61⁄2" long, straighttipped, and have fine points on the ends.

Glass Dome Christmas Ornament Display
with Oak Base
$39.95

You have finally finished your ornament, and you
know people will want to handle it to look at it
closely. This display is a wonderful way to show
off your ornament (and your hard work) while
keeping it safe and clean.

Tape measure

$4.00

Magnifying Tweezers

$6.00

$7.00

This stand is 12" tall by 6" wide with hanging area
dimensions of 91⁄2" tall by 5" wide. This stand is a
high quality display piece with a gold finish over
brass. Perhaps you would like to enjoy a different
ornament each month, highlight your favorite or
special ornament. Here is a perfect way to do just that!

Revolving Tree Stand – 6ft
Gold Finish $239.00
Silver Finish $199.00

This 72" high rotating tree is similar to the 39"
version and is also perfect for displaying up to 120
ornaments. Tree disassembles for easy storage and
comes with an AC adapter (no more dead
batteries!). Features a gold or silver finish and a
removable star. Tree is 24" at its widest, and base
measures 24" across. Height includes the star.
Perfect for a space where a live tree just won't do.

Storage Box
$6.00
Clear
Store your leftover items for a future project.

Pick Set

Storage Box
$10.00
Black and Yellow
Store your leftover items for a future project.

$12.00

Trying to tie a knot to secure the items on an
ornament can sometimes be a real pain in the
keister!!!! This tool will make it very, very simple.
We are certain if Paul had known about this, he
surely would have used one.

This is a 60" cloth measuring tape with metric
measurements on the reverse side. Measuring is
essential when assembling Cracker Box kits, and
this tape is ideal to do the job!

Is it getting tricky to see where to apply those
embellishments on your ornament? Do you need a
better look at where to set in tiny beads? Perhaps you
need some help in threading the beading needle.
Here's the answer. The tweezers tuck into the handle
of the magnifier when not in use. The set is 4" long.

Angel Stand

Beadalon Knotter

$7.95

Sometimes beads, braids, or other embellishments
need a gentle nudge. Perhaps a combination on a
pin was inserted but it wasn't quite the right spot
and needs to be moved. Save your manicure and
use a pick to lift the pin. Maybe some bead
adjustments need to be made in a tiny area. These
picks have a plethora of uses. Each pick is 7" long.
Four picks to the set.

Revolving Tree Stand – 39"
Gold Finish $164.50
Silver Finish $134.50

This 39" high rotating tree is perfect for displaying up
to 70 ornaments. Tree disassembles for easy storage
and comes with an AC adapter (no more dead
batteries!). Perfect for a space where a live tree just
won't do.

